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START

CONTACT US

The Mini MBA program is open to

participants from all over the world,

since the courses are Virtual. It is

designed for professionals seeking

to build skills in management.

Participants typically have

experience in management roles of

increasing responsibility. There are

no formal degree or experience

requirements for the program.

MINI MBA IN
MANAGEMENT
AND
LEADERSHIP 

London School of Social

Enterprise and Sustainable

Economics (LSSE) in

Partnership with ICLED

Business School Lekki

Lagos (IBS) Mini MBA

Programs.



Our Mini-MBA is designed to expose

you to the basic fundamentals of

management in the business world. In

addition, each Mini-MBA has a

specialization that focuses in more

detail on a specific discipline. The Mini

MBA in Management and Leadership

plunges students into learning to think

beyond now and be exposed to “out of

the box thinking”. 

INTRODUCTION OF THE
PROGRAMME 

The Mini MBA credits can be transferred

to full MBA upon competition. Courses

are Virtual and can be self paced. The

courses are International Action

Learning, a blended-learning course.

The course exposes students to

identifying opportunities and

developing ideas for the Global world.

The students in this Course pore into

the world of management in a global

market.

COURSE OVERVIEW

MMBA 401

MMBA 402

MMBA 403

MMBA 404

MMBA 405

          Foundation of Management and 
          Leadership   

          Leadership & Organizational  
          Behaviour

          Leadership & Corporate
          Accountability

          Strategy and Operations
          Management

          Economics & International Business

LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS

The London School of Social

Enterprise and Sustainable Economics

(LSSE) is an independent academic

institution established to advance the

study of social enterprise and

sustainable economics. ICLED

Business School (IBS) is an 18year Old

Institution based in Lekki Lagos,

Nigeria offering cutting edge business

courses that are global in scope and

practical in Learning.

Our Mini MBA Programs, provide

outstanding knowledge, skills, and

qualifications – tailored towards

individuals, working professionals. Our

modern experiential approach

provides the opportunity to develop

practical business skills to tackle

society’s challenges. Our Mini MBA

programs plays a fundamental role in

knowledge creation and

transformation of the social and

economic environment, leading to the

development of an economically and

socially vibrant world. Our educational

programmes span online courses,

research, conferences, and

publications.

WHO WE ARE

People who want to get a

foundational understanding of the

world of business and lay the

perfect foundation for their career

path.

Managers who want to become

knowledgeable in a variety of

business-related areas in order to

advance in their careers.

People who want to get the core

insights of a MBA-style education

in an accelerated and affordable

manner.

This course exposes students to

unique business concepts.

course will provide you with the

knowledge and resources to

develop your core management

and Leadership skills. Core

modules will focus on enhancing

and developing your managerial,

leadership and critical-thinking

skills. 

You learn to demonstrate the

fundamental factors and processes

behind a successful manager and

Leader. 

THE PURPOSE OF THE
PROGRAMME 


